
Freedom In The New World 

 

“Uncle John, are we actually moving to the new world?” asked Danny. “If the Catholics keep 

persecuting us I guess we'll have to leave England, Danny,” replied Uncle John. When Danny 

was 8 his parents died fighting in the war. Ever since, his aunt and uncle have taken care of him. 

Now Danny, his aunt and uncle were going to voyage to the new world because the Catholics did 

not let them attend their church service and worship God in their own way. 

 

“Come on Danny let's go back to the house and help your Aunt Laura pack up the trunk for the 

voyage on the ship,” Uncle John suggested. Inside they helped Aunt Laura pack up the supplies 

they needed like: food, water, tools, clothes and seeds to grow plants in the New World. “I fixed 

lunch, come eat it Danny,” Aunt Laura called. 

 

When they finished packing everything into their bags they boarded the ship. Danny helped his 

uncle and aunt load the baggage in their room aboard the ship. Right then the trip seemed like an 

exciting thing to do but they didn't know what troubles they would run into later on. 

 

It was a beautiful day as they started sailing. Danny sometimes helped by using the time glass, 

turning it every hour to tell the time. His uncle helped the crew on the ship. He was a great sea 

man and was knowledgeable about navigating. He helped by sitting in the Crow's Nest and 

telling if anything was in the way. 

 

The beautiful days, which ended a few days later, didn’t last long. Suddenly, out of nowhere, 

storm clouds clustered into the horizon. Uncle John, who was in the Crow's Nest, alerted the 

crew by yelling, “Watch out, a storm's coming soon!” The storm was coming in fast now. What 

were they going to do? 

 

Instantly, the storm started sending the boat rocking in the ocean. Waves poured over the sides. 

Men were working furiously to get the water back over the edge with pumps. It seemed like they 

would never make it with the waves coming in and tossing them all around. Quickly an immense 



wave came towards the ship and hit it at great speed! Water started pouring into the rooms below 

deck! Somebody had to help but no one could! 

 

Quick as a flash, Danny came to the rescue stabbing his beautiful knife, given to him by his 

father, into the door so that it would stay shut. It worked! Finally when the storm ceased, they 

saw land and everyone was clearly excited. Immediately they sent boats out to go towards the 

land. They had finally found the new world and they were free! 

 

On the ship to open the door to the deck below somebody broke the knife off the door to get in. 

Danny was disappointed, but Uncle John reached to the belt on his hip and gave Danny his own 

knife. Danny was extremely grateful. Everyone else was unquestionably grateful for what he had 

done saving them during the storm. 

 

The men started hacking at the trees with axes. Finally, an enormous tree came down with a 

terrific thud.The men crowded around the tree and boys started cutting off the branches for a fire. 

When the fire was blazing, they sat around and started cutting pegs to put a house together.  

 

When they finished, they made boards from the wood on the tree. They put these wooden planks 

together to form the shape of a house. Everyone crowded around and watched as the men tried to 

place them together with long forked poles.But it wouldn't come together. They gasped as they 

watched Danny climb up the wooden planks to fix it. And he did! After one or two days they 

finished building the house and all the women and young children came to the house from the 

boat. 

 

When winter came they didn't have enough food to eat. They didn't know what to do! One day 

one of the men met an Indian. The Indian taught them how to grow food. Since it was winter his 

tribe gave them food. 

 

They were exceedingly glad they found the Indian and he helped them, so they had a feast to 

celebrate. It was a grand feast with wild turkey, deer, corn and beans. The leader of the 

Englishmen smoked a peace pipe with the Indian chief. 



 

It was a worthwhile voyage and most of all they gained their freedom of religion in the New 

World. 

 


